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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a smooth minimal surface of general type over the field of complex numbers and 
denote by ./Z(S) the coarse moduli space of surfaces of general type homeomorphic to S, 
A(S) is a quasi-projective variety by Gieseker theorem [l]. 
Since Ki > 0, the divisibility r(S) of the canonical class ks = cl(&) E Hz@, Z) is well 
defined, i.e. 
r(S) = max {I E N / I- ‘cl(S) E IP(S, Z)}. 
r(S) is a positive integer which is invariant under deformation and the set 
&a(S) = {[S’] E &(S)Ir(S’) = r(S)} is a subvariety of d(S) and the number of connected 
components of Ad(S) is bounded by a function 6 of the numerical invariants K& ~(6s). 
It is known that 6 is not bounded [2]. Here we prove that “in general” 6 takes quite large 
values, more precisely we have 
THEOREM A. For every real number 4 < /I < 8 there exists a sequence S, of simply 
connected surfaces of general type such that: 
(a) y, = Kg”, x, = ~(0~“) + co as n + co. 
(b) lim (Yn/xn) = fl. 
a-+CO 
(4 W”) 2 Y” (1’5)‘0gyn (here 6(S,) is the number of connected components of A&&)). 
Note that if Si, Sz are simply connected minimal surfaces of general type with x > 1 
belonging to the same Ma then, according to the Freedman theorem [3] and the results of 
Wall about automorphisms of unimodular quadratic forms [4], there exists a homeomor- 
phism between S1 and Sz which preserves the canonical classes. 
After the recent work of Seiberg and Witten [S] it is known that, up to sign, the 
canonical class k is a differentiable invariant of minimal surfaces of general type and it is 
possible that surfaces belonging to the same .,Md have the same Donaldson polynomials. 
We note moreover that the lower bound we achieve is considerably greater than the 
previous bounds (in [2,6,7] bounds of type 6 2 log log(K’) have been proved) and in 
particular we prove the impossibility of a polynomial upper bound of 6. (Actually we have 
upper bounds which grow exponentially on K2, for example, for the moduli space of regular 
surfaces we have 6 < CY’~~’ (y = K’), c = constant [S].) 
Theorem A relies on the explicit description of the connected components in the moduli 
space of a wide class of surfaces of general type whose Chern numbers spread in all the 
region 3c2 < c: < 2c2. 
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~e~nition 3. A finite map between ormal algebraic surfaces p : X --, Y is called a simpZe 
iterated double cover associated to a sequence of line bundles L1, . . . , L, E Pit(Y) if the 
following conditions hold: 
(I) There exist n + 1 normal surfaces X = X0, . . . ,X, = Y and n flat double covers 
ni:Xi_r -tXi such that p=z,,~e.+onr. 
(2) If pi : Xi -+ Y is the composition of 711s j > i then we have for every i = 1, . . . , n the 
eigensheaves decomposition Ai*OXi_l = Ox, @ pf( - Li). 
For any sequence L1, . . . ,L,~Pic(EJ~xP’)define N(L,, . . ..L.) as the image in the 
moduli space of the set of surfaces of general type whose canonical model is a simple iterated 
double cover of IFP’ x P’ associated to Lr , . . . , L,. 
The main theme of this paper is to determine sufficient conditions on the sequence 
L 11 *‘f, L, in such a way that the set N(L1, . . . , L,) has “good” properties; the conditions we 
find are summarized in the following definition: 
Definition C. A sequence L1, . . . , L,,, Li = Opt X Pi (ai, bi), n > 2 of line bundles on aP’ x P" 
is called a good sequence if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(Cl) ai,bi>3foreveryi=l,..., n. 
(C2) maxjcimin(2ai - aj, 2bi - bj) < 0. 
(C3) a,>bb,+2, bR-l>ua,-l +2. 
(C4) ai, bi are even for i = 2, . . . , n. 
(C5) Foreveryi<n,2ai--ai+r 22, 2bi_bi+l 22. 
The main result we prove is (Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.7): 
THEOREM D. Let L1, . . . , L, be u good sequence in sense of ~e~nition C, then: 
(a) N(LI, . . . , L,) is a nonempty connected component of the rnod~~i space. 
(b) N(LI, . . . , L,) is reduced, irreducible and ~nirutio~f. (For (a) and(b) the condition C5 
is not necessary.) 
(c) The generic [S] f N(L1, . . . , L,) has At(S) = Z/22. 
(4 UM,, . . . , M, is another good sequence and N(LI, . . . , L,) = N(MI, . . . , M,) then 
n = m and Li = Mifor every i = 1, . . . ,n. 
Simple iterated double covers of UJ” x IP’ associated to good sequences are simply 
connected (because of (Cl), according to [9, Theorem 1.81) and by Freedman’s result [3] 
two of them are homeomorphic if and only if they have the same invariants K2, x and 
r mod 2. 
It is clear that the proof of Theorem A reduces to counting the number of good 
sequences giving the same invariants K2, x and r. 
Theorem D gives us some new interesting examples of homeomorphic but not deforma- 
tion equivalent surfaces of general type. 
Example E. Two deformation inequivalent surfaces S1, Sz are homeomorphic with the 
same divisibility which are double covers of the same surface SO. 
Define SO 5 IFP’ x [Fp’ a simple iterated double cover associated to Ll = OP~XP~ (8, 12), 
L2 = OpIxp’ (8,4); by adjunction formula Ks, = ~*O~t.~1(14, 14). 
Let a # b be an integer 2 17 and let D1 E 1p*OIP*xP~(2a, 2b)I, LIZ E Ip*BPlxP1(2b, 241 be 
two smooth divisors, the double cover S,, Sz of SO with branching divisors Dl, D2, 
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respectively, have the required properties. Note that 0: = D:, KS; D1 = KS; Dz and D1, 
D2 have the same genus. 
It is worth mentioning here another interesting fact (Corollary 5.8), if 
x = &~&- ... Lx, = P’ x P’ 
is a simple iterated double cover associated to a good sequence then the surfaces X1 and the 
map rci (and then by induction Xi and ni for all i = 1, . . . , n) are uniquely determined by X. 
In fact, assume for simplicity that [X] E N(L1, . . . ,I,,) is generic, then by Theorem D(c) 
X has only a nontrivial automorphism z and then X1 is the quotient X/r. 
Using the same idea we prove D(d) as a consequence of D(a), D(b) and D(c). 
Every simple iterated double cover X associated to L1 , . . . , L, E Pic( Y) can be embed- 
ded in the total space of the vector bundle V = L1 0 ... @ L, f-+ Y, e.g. in the case it = 2 the 
equations of X are 
6 =f1 + zzg1, z; =h 
with zi E HO(I’,p*Li) the tautological section,fi E H”(Y,2Li) and g1 E H”(Y,2L1 - L,). 
Thus simple iterated double covers are naturally parametrized by a Zariski open subset 
of a finite dimensional vector space and then the proof of the openness of N(L1, . . . ,L,) 
reduces to showing the surjectivity of a Kodaira-Spencer map. 
In order to prove the closure of N(L1 , . . . , I!,,) in the moduli space we must show that if 
a l-parameter family of simple iterated double covers degenerates to a surface of general 
type X0, then [X0] E N(L1, . . . ,L,). 
Here the main trouble is to prove that the flatness of all covering maps is preserved under 
specialization. Section 4 is devoted to proving this fact under some special and at first sight 
very strange assumption (e.g. (C4)). The key result is the classification of involutions acting 
on smoothing of rational double points (Proposition 4.2); from this it follows that if a family 
of smooth double covers X, + Y,, t E A* degenerates to a nonflat double cover X0 + Y. 
and X0 has at most rational double points then Y. has at least one cyclic singularity at 
y. and the Milnor fibre F, of the smoothing (Y, yo) -+ (A, 0) has the canonical class in 
H2(Ft,Z) not divisible by 2. In particular, if r(YJ is even then the inclusion F, c Y, gives 
a contradiction. 
The proof of D(c) (Section 5) uses a degeneration argument. 
Analogs of Definition C and Theorem D for simple iterated double cover of (Fp’ appear 
in [lo]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND CONVENTIONS 
All varieties we consider are over the ground field @. If Y is a normal irreducible proper 
algebraic variety we denote by Pic( Y) the Picard group of line bundles on Y, by 0: the sheaf 
of Klihler differentials and by KY the Weil canonical divisor of Y. For every coherent sheaf 
9r on Y we denote by h’(9r) the dimension of the @-vector space H’(Y, ytu). 
We denote by _,@ the coarse moduli space of surfaces of general type, &i? is the disjoint 
countable union of the quasiprojective varieties [l] 
J? x.y = WI E&IS minimal, K,2 = y, x (0,) = x}. 
We recall that the complex analytic germ of J? at a point [Sl is isomorphic to 
Def(X)/Aut(X) where X is the canonical model of S, Def(X) is the base space of the 
Kuranishi family of X and Aut(X) is the finite [l l] group of biregular automorphisms of X. 
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Letf: X + Y be a morphism between complex algebraic varieties+ If 9 is an Ox-module 
and 9 is an Or-module the natural sheaf morphisms $ +fJ*S, f*f*F + 9 induce 
isomorphisms f*Ho~, (f*9, 9) 2 Hom&9, f&F> and Horn,, (j’%,fl = Hom,,(%‘,,f, 9=) 
(cf. [Xi!, p. IlO]). 
LEMMA 2.1. In the notation above assume 9, B are coherent: 
(a) Iffisfiat (i.e.f* is an exactfunctor) then there exists a convergent spectral sequence of 
vector spaces 
(b) Iff isjnite then there exists D convergent spectral sequence of &-mod&s 
(c) if f is finite flat then for every i Z 0 we have 
Ext;, cf” 9, F) = Ext.& (%f$F)t f&r& (f*%,F) = 1PJ&(~~f,P-). 
Proof (a) Let 4 be an injective Q-module, from the exactness of the functor f* and 
formula HomOx(p $9,4) = Hom,,(%,f,9) it follows that the direct imagef,y is an injec- 
tive Or-module. 
The fun&or F -+ HomQ,(f*97, 9) is the composition of 9 -+ f,F -+ Hom,,(S, f*,F) 
and the sequence in (a) is the Grothendieck spectral sequence associated to this composi- 
tion. 
(b) The proof is similar to (a), we only recall that since f is finite f* is an exact functor 
from coherent sheaves on X to coherent sheaves on Y and the 4% can be computed 
applying the contravariant Horn to locally free resolutions (cf. [12, IIMS]). 
(c) Is an obvious consequence of (a) and (b). cl 
Throughout this paper by a &~er of height n we shall mean the data of n I- 1 irreducible 
algebraic varieties of the same dimension X0, . . . ,X, and n finite flat morphisms 
7Q:Xi-~-“+ xi. 
A tower is smooth (resp. normal} if every Xi is smooth (resp. normal). 
A defor~tion of the tower (Xi, xi) parametrized by a germ of complex space (S+ 0) is 
a commutative diagram 
such that for every i = 0, . . . , n the induced diagram 
is a deformation of Xi parametrized by S. Note that for tower of height 1 this is the usual 
definition of defo~a~ons of maps f13]. 
Denote by Def(X[, Zi) the functor of isomorphism classes of deformations of the tower 
(Xi, ~1) and, for j = 0, . . . , n, by rj : D&Xi, Zi) + Def (Xi) the induced morphism of functors. 
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Let now 71: X + Y be a finite flat map between irreducible reduced algebraic varieties. 
By Lemma 1.1 we have an isomorphism 
‘Ii: Ext&(z*Q:, 0,) =+Ext;,(C&rcJ’X) 
and the natural maps rc*R: + @, Or + n,Ox induce maps of Ext groups 
Ext;,(R:, Ox+ Ext&(?c*S-J:, 0,) 
1” 
Ext&(R:, CO,) 2 Ext&(R;, QQ 
where if e E Ext&(R:, Or) is the isomorphism class of the extension 
O-d,+E-+Q:+O 
then Cp- ‘/I(e) is the isomorphism class of the extension 
The maps tl and @- ‘fi have an interesting interpretation in terms of obstruction to 
deforming the map R. 
We recall that if 2 is a reduced variety and Td is the vector space of deformation of 
Z over the double point D = Spec(@[t]/(t’)) there exists an isomorphism 
Ti = Ext&(&, 0,) which to the deformation Z c 2 + D associates the extension 
0+OZ-A~Q82-+n;+o. 
If Ti is the space of first order deformations of the map rc then there exists a commutative 
diagram 
T: L T; = Ext&(R;, 0,) 
1 II la 
T; = Ext;,(C’#, BY)2 Ext&(rt*R:, 0,) 
where rx and ry are the natural forgetting maps. In fact if 8 2 P is a deformation of rr over 
the double point then by local flatness criterion [14, Theorem 22.31 it is easy to see that ?c is 
flat and the relation a@) = (I- ’ /13-~(fit) follows from the following commutative diagram 
o-,o,=~~oy~~~n~~so,-,~*n:~ 0 
II 1 1 
O+ OX + nffoo, + n: 40. 
Sometimes, especially in Section 3, if (S, 0) is a germ of complex vector space we consider 
($0) as a covariant functor from the category of local artinian @-algebras to the category of 
sets defined in the following way: 
(S, O)(A) = {morphisms cp: (Spec A, 0) + (S, 0)} 
where 0 E Spec A is the closed point. It is well known that (S, 0) is smooth as a germ if and 
only if it is smooth as a functor. (See [ 151 for the definition and first properties of a smooth 
functor.) 
3. DEFORMATIONS 
From now on by a surface we mean a complex projective surface. Let X be a normal 
surface and let 72 : X + Y be the quotient of X by an involution r. 
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LEMMA 3.1. in the above notation the fullowing conditions are e4uivulent: 
(i) K is fiat. 
(ii) There exists a line bundle n: L -+ Y and a section f E H”(Y, 2L) such that the pair 
X, z is isomorphic to the subvariety of L defined by the equation z2 =f, z E N*(L, n*L) 
is the tautological section, and the involution is obtained by mutiplication of - 1 in thefibres 
of L. 
(iii) The fixed subvariety R = Fix(z) is a Cartier divisor. 
Moreover ifX is smooth then rc isf?at if and only if Y is smooth. 
Proof The proof is standard, we give a sketch. 
(i) ==+ (ii) If rr is flat then the group G = ( 1, r> acts on the rank 2 locally free sheaf n,Ox 
and yields a character d~omposition ?c*Bx = 6!& @ O,( - A) for some L E Pit(Y). X de- 
pends only on the Oy algebra structure of R.&!J~ which is uniquely determined by a map 
f:@,( -2L)-+Or,fEIP(Y,2L). 
(ii) *(iii) is clear since R is the divisor of a section of n*L. 
(iii) =+(i) Let p be a fixed point of z, then G acts on the local C-algebra B = Iljx,p. Let 
A = BG be the subring of invariant functions and let I be the ideal of R. By definition, I is 
the ideal of B generated by zf -f, all f E B. 
If I is a principal ideal, it is easy to see using Nakayama’s lemma that there exists 
a generator h of I such that zh = - h and then B is a free A-module generated by 1, h. 
If X is smooth, by (i) o (iii) it follows that n is flat if and only if z has no isolated fixed 
point, i.e. if and only if Y is smooth. (Note that if Y is smooth then x is always flat.) !J 
In this section, we inv~tigate the defo~ations of X under the hypothesis that x is flat. 
Unfortunately, in general, if Y is singular n is not flat (consider for example the quotient of 
BP2 by the involution z(xO, x1, x2) = ( -x0, xl, x2)) but such a restriction will be sufhcient for 
our later use. 
Consider thus X t L % Y defined by the equation z2 = f(y). Denote D = div(f) c Y, 
R = div(z) c X. 
Note that n*D = 2R and X is normal if and only if Y is normal and D is reduced. If Kx, 
KY are the Weil canonical divisors of X and Y, respectively, we have the adjunction formula 
Kx= n*Ky + R, which follows from the usual Hurwitz formula for smooth varieties and 
from the reflexivity of canonical sheaves on normal varieties. In particular, if Y is Goren- 
stein then X is also Gorenstein. 
Let x be the variety defined in L x H”( Y,D) by 
g = ((wJW2 =f(y) + h(y)]. 
Clearly, 8 is a double flat cover of Y x Ho{ Y, D), hence the second projection x -+ H”( Y, D) 
is flat and defines a map of functors Nat, : (H*( Y, D), 0) + Def(X)_ 
Definition 3.2. The image of the map Nat, is called the set of natural deformations of 
X associated to n. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. In the above notation let X + ? +H be a deformation of the map 
n parametrized by a smooth germ (H, 0) and let rx : (H, 0) + Def(X) and ry : (If, 0) -+ Def( Y) be 
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the induced maps. Assume: 
(i) zY is smooth. 
(ii) The image of rx contains the natural deformations. 
(iii) Ext,&(Q:, - L) = 0, H’(Or) = 0. 
Then dim Ti = dim T: + hO(O,(D)) + ho(&) - ho(&) - h”(&( - L)) - 1 and the map rx is 
smooth. 
We prove this proposition after presenting some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists an exact sequence of l&-modules 
o+n*f2: +n:-+u,(-R)+o. (1) 
ProoJ: Let i : X + L be the inclusion as in Lemma 2.1, since L 5 Y is locally a product 
there exists an obvious inclusion of sheaves R- ‘Sz: c i- ‘Cl;, tensoring with the flat module 
Ox we get an injection rc*R+ + @. @Co,. 
The sheaf C&r is clearly locally free and it is the OL dual of the sheaf of vertical vector 
fields and therefore it is naturally isomorphic to rr*( - L). 
We have the following first and second exact sequences of differentials 
(2) 
and (1) is obtained by applying the snake lemma to 
O+&(-z*D) + R;@C?& 42:--+0 
1 I 0 
O,( - L) = 0,( - L). 
The proof of Lemma 3.4 shows also that there exists a commutative diagram with exact 
rows 
0 + 0,(-X) + Ri@Co, + n: + 0 
II 1 1 
0 -+ O,( - X) + 0,( - R) + O,( -R) + 0. 
If we apply Hom,I( - ~9,) to the above diagram we get the commutative square 
Hom&Q - X), 0,) 5 Ext&(Q:, 0,) 
II te 
Hom&%( - X), Ox) L E&(~d - R), 0~). 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf H’(U,) = 0 then the image of E is the vector space ofjrst order natural 
deformations. 
Proof: We know that 6 is the natural map from first order embedded eformations of 
X in L to T: (cf. [16]) and then the set of first order natural deformations is the image of the 
composite map 
H’(Cl,(D)) 2 H”(Ox(z*D)) = Hom,JO,( - X),0,) % T:. 
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Thus in order to prove the lemma it is enough to show that y 0 7~* is surjective. 
Since R is a locally principal divisor in the normal surface X we have [ 14, Section 18; 1 l] 
Ext&(OR( -R), 0,) = H”(S,(2R)) and since KNOW = OD, H’(Ox(2R)) = H”(loD(D)) and the 
restriction map HO(O,(D)) -+ H”(cOD(D)) is surjective if H’(Cor) = 0. cl 
Proof of Prop5sitio~ 2.3. We have a commutative diagram 
Toff “‘i, Ext~~(~~, 8 ) 
1 dry lff 
Ext;,(SZ:, 0,)‘= Ext&(a*R:, 0,). 
By Lemma 2.1 and hypothesis (iii) the map @-‘p is bijective. The kernel of a is the set of 
natural deformations and by (ii) is contained in the image of drx. It is now trivial to observe 
that dry surjective implies dr, surjective and since H is smooth this is sufficient o prove that 
rx is smooth and dim Ti = dim T: + dim Inz cl 
With a more ~ornp~~ated proof it is possible to prove Proposition 3.3 without assuming 
H to be smooth (cf. [lo]). 
Definition 3.6. (a) A normal tower (Xi,ni) of height n is said to be simple if for every i, 
Ki : Xi_ 1 -+ Xi is a flat double cover and there exist line bundles L1, . . . , L, E Pic(X,) such 
that Iti*Loxi_, = Oxi @ pF( - LJ where pi is the composition of njs j > i. 
(b) If (X, x1, Li) is a simple tower we call the surface X = X0 a simple iterated double 
couer of Y associated to L1, . . . ,I;, E Pit(Y) and the involution z : X +X such that 
X/z = X1 the trivial ~n~o~utio~. 
Clearly the trivial involution depends on the simple tower and in general X does not 
determine z. 
It is important to observe that if (Xi, ni,Li) is a smooth simple tower and Pic(X,) is 
without torsion then the maps pi* : Pit (X,) + Pic(Xi) are injective and the line bundles 
L 1, . . . ,I,, are uniquely determined by the maps xl, . . . ,x,. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (Xi, Xi, Li) be a simple bower ufheight II and let (H, 0) be a smooth germ 
purame~rizin~ a d~r~~i~n ufthe tower. Denote X = X0, Y = X, and let ri : (H, 0) --, Def(XJ 
be the induced maps. Assume: 
(i) HI(&) = 0. 
(ii) r, : (H, 0) -+ Def( Y) is smooth. 
(iii) The natural deformations of Iti+ 1 : Xi + Xi + 1 are contained in the image of ri. 
(iv) For every sequence 1 < j, < j, < .a. <j, < n, h > 0 
(v) For every i E (2, . . . ,n} and for every subset (jI, . . . ,jh) t (1, . . . , i - 1, 
i + 1, . . . ,n> withh>Oandjl xi 
Ho Y,2L,- iLjS ~0. 
s=l > 
Then r. : H 3 Def(X) is smooth. 
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Note. If H*(Li) # 0 for every i then condition (v) is equivalent o 
(vi) for everyj < i H"(Y,2Li - Lj)= 0. 
Proof. Induction on n, for n = 1 is just Proposition 3.3. 
Assuming the theorem to be true for towers of height n - 1 it sufIlces to prove that 
conditions (i)-(v) hold for the surface 2 = X,_ 1 and the line bundles Mi = R$&, 
i= 1, . . ..n-1. 
The only nontrivial condition to check is the part of (iv) concerning Exts. Let R c 2, 
I) c Y be, respectively, the ramification and branching divisors of x,,. 
Applying Horn& - , ‘j&I - Mj=) to the exact sequence 
we get 
and the vector space on the left belongs to the exact sequence 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let Y be a rigid (i.e. T: = 0) normal surface and let X be a simple iterated 
double couer of Y associated to Lx, . . . , L, E Pi@ Y). ~fcond~tio~s (i), (iv) and (v) of Theorem 
3.7 are satisfied then Def(X) is smooth. 
Proof: X is the top of a simple tower (X,, xi, Li) of height n; thus, according to Theorem 
3.7 it is enough to show the existence of a smooth family of deformations of the tower 
satisfying conditions 3.7(ii) and (iii). 
By Lemma 3.1 applied n times we can embed X in the vector bundle 
V = L,@ ..s 8 L, 5 Y by the equations 
2: =fi, i = 1, . . . ,n 
where zi : V -+ p*Li is a tautological section and& E H"fXi,pf2LJ where Xi is the surface in 
Li+ 1 @ ..* @L, of equations zf =f;, j > i and xi is the restriction to Xi- 1 of the natural 
prOjectiOnLi@ ... @L,+Li+1@*'* 8 L,. Note that there exists a natural identification of 
vector spaces 
n-i 
~*(X~,~~2Li) = @ 
h-0 {j,, . . . . jh) %+* ,..., n)‘j’ 
..-zj,H’(Y, 2Li - Lj, - **. - Lj,). 
Take H = @y= lH”(Xj, PT2LJ and the map N + Def(Xi, ni) is given by 
(h 1, -.. ,hpJ + X’ = (2” =fi + hi]. (*) 
Clearly, H -+ Def Y) = 0 is smooth and the image of ri contains the natural deformations of 
each ni. q 
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The deformations of X defined by the equation (*) are called natural deformations of 
X associated to the simple tower (X, Ed, Li). Note that the trivial involution r: z1 -+ - z1 
extends to every natural deformation of the tower, therefore if the family of natural 
deformations is complete (e.g. Corollary 3.8) then r acts trivially on 7’:. 
Example 3.9. If Y = P2 and deg Li = ai then the hypotheses of Corollary 3.8 are 
satisfied if, for every i, ai > 4 and ai > 2ci+ 1. 
As in the introduction define !+(I+, . . . ,I,,) the subset of moduli space of surfaces of 
general type whose canonical model is a simple iterated double cover of P’ x P’ associated 
to L 1, a** 3 L, and by No(L1 , . . . , L,) the subset of N(L1, . . . , L,) of surfaces whose canonical 
model is nonsingular, it is clear that No is an open subset of N. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If Y = P’ x P”, Li = 0 pl xpz(ai, bi) with ai, bi 2 3 and for every j < i 
min(2ai - aj, 2bi - bj) < 0 then N(L1, . . . , L,) and No(L1, . . . , LJ are open subsets of the 
rno~~~i space A. 
Proof: Take [S] E N(Ll, . . . , L,) and let (Xi, n,Li) be a tower with bottom P’ x P’” and 
top the canonical model X of S. 
It is easy to show that L1, . . . , L, satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3.8 and then we 
have a surjective map of germs of complex spaces (H, 0) + (Def(X), 0) --) (A, [S]) where H is 
the parameter space of natural deformations associated to the tower. The result now follows 
immediately since by the explicit construction of natural deformations the image of (H, 0) is 
contained in (N(L,, . . . , Ln), [S-J). q 
4. DEGENERATIONS 
Letf: X -B A = {t E @ 11 t 1 < i} be a proper flat family of normal projective surfaces and 
let r :X -+X be an involution preserving 1: Let x:X -+ Y = X/z be the projection to 
quotient and assume that K,: X, -+ Y, is flat for every t # 0. 
In general x0:X0 + Y. is not flat; this section is almost entirely devoted to proving the 
following theorem which gives a sufficient condition for the map no to be flat. 
THEOREM 4.1. In the above situation suppose that: 
(i) X,, Y, are smooth surfaces for t # 0. 
(ii) X0 has at most rational double points (RDPs) as singularities. 
(iii) The divisibility of the canonical class of Y, is even for t # 0. 
Then Y. has at most RDPs and the map a: X -+ Y isJlat. 
Since flatness is a local property we need to investigate the quotient of smoothing of 
RDP. In the next proposition, by a cyclic singularity of type i(a, b) we shall mean the 
quotient of C2 by the cyclic linear group of order n generated by diag (Ed, E”) where E is 
a primitive nth root of 1. For generalities about the Milnor fibre of a smoothing see for 
example [17, Section 11. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f : (X, 0) -+ (C, 0) be a smoothing of a RDP X0 and letf’ : (Y, 0) -+ A 
be the quotient of (X,0) by an involution z preserving& 
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Suppose that (Y, 0) is a smoothing of the singularity ( YO, 0) = (X0, 0)/z and let F, c Y, be 
the associated Milnorjbre. Then either one of the following possibilities holds: 
(i) Y,, is a RDP and the quotient projection x : (X, 0) + (Y, 0) is pat. 
(ii) Y0 is cyclic of type & (1,2d - 1) and the intersection form on Hz(F,, Z) is odd and 
negative definite. 
(iii) f’ is a Q-Gorenstein smoothing of the cyclic singularity of type &(1,2d - l), the 
torsion subgroup of H’(F,, Z) has order 2 and is generated by the canonical class. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is enough to prove that the map Y -+ A cannot be locally of 
type (ii) or (iii) described in Proposition 4.2. Let p E Y be a singular point: (Y, p) cannot be of 
type (ii) above since the inclusion F, c Y, induces an isometry H2(F,, Z’) -+ H2(Y,, Z) with 
respect o the intersection forms and the intersection form of Y, is even by Wu’s formula. 
If (Y, p) is of type (iii) above and if r : HZ (Y,, Z) + H’(F,, Z) is the natural restriction then 
r(cl(Ky)) generates the torsion subgroup of H2(F) which is Z/2E but this gives a contradic- 
tion since cl(Kx) is 2-divisible. cl 
From this proof it is clear that the condition r(Yr) even is essential in order to have 
Y0 with most rational double points. Moreover, it is not difficult to construct examples 
where the divisibility is odd and Y0 has singularities of type 4.2 (iii) (e.g. canonical coverings 
of some Q-Gorenstein degeneration of the projective plane [lo, 181). 
Our strategy of proof of Proposition 4.2 divides into two steps. The first step is the 
classification of all conjugacy classes of involutions acting on a RDP; this computation has 
already been done by Catanese and the result is illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X + Y be a flat double cover of normal surfaces. 
If X is smooth then Y is smooth. 
If X has at most RDPs then Y has at most RDPs. 
Proof. According to Table 2 the only involutions whose fixed locus is a Cartier divisor 
are exactly of types (a) and (f). 0 
Table 1. Equations of RDPs in C3 
Es z2 + x3 + y* = 0 
E, 2 + x(y3 + x2) = 0 
KS z2 + x3 + y4 = 0 
D,n>4 z2+ x(y2 + x”-2) = 0 
A” 22+~2+yn+1=Ooruu+yn+1=0 
Smooth x=0 
Table 2. [19, Theorem 2.11 Conjugacy classes of involutions acting on the 
RDPs defined as in Table 1 
(4 Y + - Y 45, D”> A*“+, 
(b) y + - y, z -+ - z Smooth, E,, Dn, A,,, 1 
If) 
(U> “Y Y) + ( - 4 0, - Y) A 2” 
x+-x,z+-z A” 
(4 (u,v,Y)+(-K--,-y) A 2”fl 
(0 z+-z All RDPs 
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We also need the following result proved in [19, Theorem 1.21: 
Zf G is afinite group of automorphisms of rational double points of type E7 or E8 then G is 
cyclic. 
The second step in the proof of Proposition 4.2 is to give a (very rough) classification of 
the smoothing of the involutions of Table 2 according to the following definition. 
De~nition 4.4. Let (X0, 0) be a singularity and go E Aut(Xo, 0). A smoot~ng of go is the 
data of a smoothing (X, 0) 2 (@, 0) of (X0, 0) and an automorphism g of (X, 0) preserving 
the map t such that go is the restriction of g to X0 and the quotient (Y, 0) = (X/g, 0) 5 (Cc, 0) 
is smoothing of (XO/go). 
The following Cartan-type lemma will be very useful for our purposes. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (X, 0) 5 (C, 0) be a morphism of germs of analytic singularities and let 
G c A&(X, 0) be a finite subgroup preserving t. 
Assume G acts linearly on a finite dimensional @-vector space V and let i. : (X0, 0) -+ (V, 0) 
be a G-embedding, then there exists a G-embedding i : (X, 0) -+ (V x C, 0) extending to and such 
that t = po i where p is the projection on the second factor. 
Proof (sketch). We can assume without loss of generality that V is G-isomorphic to 
(mo/m$“, the Zariski tangent space of X0 at 0. 
If z i, . . . ,z, is a basis of V” and iz:@(zl, . . . , z,> --f Ox0 then since G is finite and 
char @ = 0 there exists a G-lifting of ig, say n* : @ (zl, . . . , z,> --P Ox. 
It is now easy to prove that the map i:(X,O) + (V x @,O) associate to 
i*: @{zl, . . . ,z,, t> --+ Ox i*(t) = t, i*(q) = n*(zi) is the desired embedding. 0 
LEMMA 4.6. The involutions of types (b) and (d) are not smoothable. 
Proof: There are several cases to investigate; here we make only a particular case for 
illustrating the idea, for the other cases the proof is similar. 
Let X0 = D, and r involution of type (b) and assume that the action of z extends to 
a smoothing (X, 0) L (C, 0). By Lemma 4.5 we can assume that (X, 0) is defined in C4 by the 
equation 
z2 + x(y2 + Xn-2 ) “i- tcp(x,y,z, t) = 0. 
z(x, y, z, t) = (x, - y, -2, t) and qa is z-invariant. 
The fixed locus of z is the germ of curve of equation x”- ’ + tcp(x, O,O, t) = 0 contained in 
the plane y = z = 0 and then for 1 t1 cc 1, z has a finite number of fixed points on X, and the 
quotient X,/z is singular. cl 
LEMMA~.~. Let (X, 0) h (C, 0) be a smoothing of a RDP and let z be an involution of (X, 0) 
preserving t. Zf zlx, is of type (a) or (f) then X0/z is a RDP and the projection to (Y, 0) = (X/z) 
is Jut. 
Proof In case (a), by Lemma 4.5, we can assume (X, 0) c (C4, 0) defined by the equation 
f(x,yZ,z) + t(p(x,y2,z,t) = 0 
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and r(x, y, z ,t) = (x, -y, z, t). Thus the equation of (Y,O) is 
f(x, s, z) + tcP (x, s, z, t) = 0 
and (X, 0) is defined in (Y x C,,, 0) by the equation yz = s. The case of involution of case (f) is 
similar. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. By Lemma 4.6 the restriction of r to X0 can be only of type 
(a), (c), (e) and (f). 
In cases (a) and (f) by Lemma 4.7 the situation of Proposition 4.2(i) holds. 
In case (c) by [19, Theorems 2.4 and 3.11 the situation of Proposition 4.2 (ii) holds. 
In case (e) (Y, 0) is a smoothing of a cyclic singularity of type &a( 1,2d - 1) [ 19, Theorem 
2.5:]. Since Y - (0) is smooth z must act freely on X - (0) and then Y is Q-Gorenstein of 
order 2. The statement about the Milnor fibre is proved in [18, Proposition 131. 0 
LEMMA 4.8. Let X + A be a proper flat family of normal surfaces and let 5? be a line 
bundle on X. 
(i) Zf 9, = 9 8 Ox, is trivial for every t # 0 then _.9’ is trivial. 
(ii) Zf ppo = 9ip~I9~,, is trivial, h’(C),,) = 0 and X, is smooth for t # 0 then 9 is trivial. 
Proof The first part is well known (cf. [12, p. 291, ex. 12.41). 
If h’(0,,) = 0 then by semicontinuity and base change H’(Ox) = 0. According to [20, 
1.8.81 X,, is a deformation retract of some open neighbourhood, therefore if X, is smooth for 
t Z 0 then the restriction map H2(X, Z) + H2(X0, Z) is bijective From the expo- 
nential sequence it follows that the restriction map Pit(X) + Pic(X,) is injective (cf. [18, 
Lemma 21). q 
COROLLARY 4.9. In the situation at the beginning of Section 4, assume that X, is smooth for 
t#O,XOhasmostRDPsandY,=P’xP’fort#O. 
Z.. for t # 0, 7c,,0x, = Oyt@Oy,(a, b) with a # b (this condition is independent of the 
particular isomorphism from Y, to P’ x IF”) then Y,, is a Segre-Hirzebruch surface F2k. 
Proof By Theorem 4.1, Y,, has most RDPs and the map 7~ : X + Y is a flat double cover 
and we have rc,Ox = Or 0 _5Z’,5? line bundle. 
If Y0 is smooth then it is well known that it is a surface [FZk for some k > 0. If Y,, is 
singular its minimal resolution of singularities is IF2 (this follows from Brieskorn-Tyurina 
theory on simultaneous resolution [Zl]) and Y,, is the irreducible singular quadric in P3 
whose Picard group is generated by the hyperplane section 8,,(l). 
But if Z9, = n. O,,(l) then .Z, = OYl(n, n) contrary to the assumption. 0 
THEOREM 4.10. Let f: X + A be a proper flat map from a normal 3-dimensional comp1e.x 
space X to the unit disk such that: 
(1) X0 has at most rational double points as singularities. 
(2) f:X* + A* = A - (0) is a family of iterated smooth double cover of [fD’ x [Fp’ asso- 
ciated to line bundles L1, . . . , L, E Pic(P’ x p’). 
(3) Li = Co,, x P~(ai, bi) with ai, bi > 3, a,, 2 b, + 2 and ai, bi even for i = 2, . . . , n. 
Then iff : Z + A is the relative canonical model of X there exists a factorization off 
Z 5 Y + A such that it is finite pat, rc,: 2, + Y, is an iteratedpat double cover for every t, 
Y,=P’xP’fort#Oand Y0=F2k. 
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ProoJ By induction on n. 
Case n = 1. The action of the involution r on X* extends to a biregular action on Z (cf. 
[22, Theorem 1.81) and taking quotient we have a factorization Z 5 Y = Z/r -+ A where 
Y, = IFD’ x 5” for t # 0. The result follows from Corollary 4.9. 
Case n > 1. As in case n = 1 there exists an involution acting on Z preserving fibres and 
a factorization 
ZAV = Zfr-A 
where, for t # 0, V, is a smooth iterated double cover of P’ x P’ associated to line bundles 
L 2, .*’ , L,. By the adjunction formula, the divisibility of the canonical class of V, is even and 
by Theorem 4.1 rcl is flat and V0 has at most rational double points. 
By induction we have then a factorization 
where W is the relative canonical model of V. Then we complete the proof by proving that 
6 is an isomorphism. 
By normality of V0 and W0 the fibres of 6 are connected. Assume that there exists an 
irreducible curve C c V0 contracted by 6 and let D c Ze be the strict transform of C. 
Since rcl is flat we have nl,QZ = O&M for a line bundle M such that for t # 0, 
M, = 6*xtL1. By Lemma 4.8 if 2 is the line bundle on Y such that 8, = Li then 
M = 6*n~9 and C*M = 0. Using the adjunction formula K, = xf&, + M,) and 
D. KZo = 0, which is impossible since KZo is ample. q 
PROPOSITION 4.11. In the same hypotheses of Theorem 4.10 if in addition n > 2 and 
2b,_I > b, + 2 then Y0 = lFzk with 
k’max 
an-i 2anPI - a, 
> b,_I-1’2b,-1-b,-2 ’ 
In particular, ifbn_ 1 2 a,_ 1 + 2 then Y0 = IFP’ x P’. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality we can assume n = 2 and k > 0. 
Let rrO, F be the standard basis of Pic(lF& (tri =2k,F2=0,F~oo=1)andletcr,clF2, 
be the “‘section at infmity” (i.e. the unique effective divisor linearly equivalent o cro - 2kF). 
We recall that for an effective divisor D - agO + bF if b < - 2k then 20, c D and in 
particular D is not reduced. 
In our situation, we have two line bundles LI, L2 on lFzk such that .Zo is isomorphic to 
a surface in Ll@LZ defined by the equations 
i 
z2 =A fEH0(2L2) 
w2 = g + zh, g E H0(2LI), h E H0(2L1 - L,). 
Since Li deforms to the line bundle Up* x $1 (Ilit bi) we have 
(1) 
I 
Lr = bloo + (aI - bIk)F 
or (2) 
L1 
( 
= ala0 + (b, - alk)F 
L2 = b2a0 + (a2 - b,k)F L2 = azao + (bz - azk)F. 
Since a2 3 b2 + 2 and the divisor offis reduced we must be in case (1). Moreover, since 20, 
is not contained in both the divisors of g and h we have 
2(al - b,k) > - 2k or (2ar - a2) - (2bI - b2)k 2 - 2k. 0 
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5. AUTOMORPHISMS 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L1, . . . , L, be fixed line bundles on P’ x 09l. Li = COpl.pl(Ui, bi). If 
n 2 2, ai, bi > 3, ai, bi even for i 2 2, a, >, b, + 2, b,- 1 2 a,- 1 + 2 and 
max min(2ai - Uj, 2bi - bj) < 0 
j<i 
then N(L1, . . . , L,) is a connected component of the moduli space A, irreducible and 
unirational. 
Proof: By Corollary 3.10 it is enough to prove that N(L1, . . . , L,) contains the closure of 
N&Jr, ... , L,) in A, but this is a consequence of Theorem 4.10 and Proposition 4.11.0 
Here we want to study the group of automorphisms of the generic element of 
N(L1, . . . , L,). Clearly, if [S] E N(L1, . . . , L,) then there exists at least one involution acting 
on the canonical model of X and then &t(S) always contains a subgroup of order 2. Our 
main result is the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. If L1, . . . , L, is a good sequence (in the sense of Definition C) of line bundles on 
P’ x P’ then there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset U c N(Ll, . . . ,L,) such that for 
every [S] E U At(S) has order exactly 2. 
We prove this theorem later on, after some preparatory material. The first lemma is the 
particular case n = 1 of Theorem 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.3. If a,b > 3 then for generic f E H’(P’ x P’, (2a, 2b)) the only nontrivial auto- 
morphism of the surface S of the equation z2 = f is the involution z : z + - z. 
Proof: For generic f the divisor D = div(f) is a smooth curve and there does not exist any 
nontrivial automorphism h of P’ x IFP’ such that h(D) = D. 
The divisor R = div(z) c S is the set of critical points of the canonical map and then for 
every g E At(S) g(R) = R and for every p E R g-‘zg(p) = p and since the stabilizer of R is 
cyclic [9, Proposition 1.11 g- ‘rg = r. Thus g induces the identity on S/r and then g = Id or 
g = r. q 
LEMMA 5.4. Let S be a surface of general type and assume that its canonical model X has 
at least one rational double point of type E7 or Es at a point p. 
Then there exists at most one involution z of X such that z(p) = p. 
Proof Let G c Aut(X) = At(S) be the subgroup generated by the involutions leaving 
p fixed, since A&(S) is finite [l l] G is finite and by [19, Theorem 1.21, G is cyclic. 0 
LEMMA 5.5. Let X + Y be a double cover with X a canonical model of a surface of general 
type and Y smooth. 
If X has at least one rational double point of type E, or Es then every automorphism of 
X commutes with the trivial involution z. 
Proof: Let {pI, . . . , ps} be the (nonempty) set of singular points of X which are RDPs of 
type E7 or Eg. Since Y is smooth pl, . . . ,ps belong to the fixed locus of r and therefore for 
every g E Aut(X) and every i = 1, . . . , s, g- 1 rg(pi) = pi and by Lemma 5.4, gr = rg. 0 
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LEMMA 5.6. IfL,, ,.. , L, is a good sequence of line bundles on [Fp” x 0”’ then there exists an 
iterated ftat double cover 
associated to LI , . . . , L, such that X1 is smooth and X has exactly 2”-2 rational double points 
of type ES. 
Proof We look for a surface X given by equations 
z2 =fi + .z2hl 
3 =fz 
Jo zz =.A8 
with& E Ho@’ x ff ‘,2Li) and hl E H”(P1 x P’, 2L1 - L,). 
We first fix f2, . . . ,fn such that the divisors Di = diu(jJ and the surface X1 = {z’ =fi, 
i > 1) are smooth. 
Take u E D2 - ui,zDi and t E Ho@@ x P1, (1,l)) such that E = diu(E) is the tangent line 
of D2 at u and fix hI = 12k with k(u) # 0. 
We now claim that for genericfi E H”(Jz’~Ojpl xp1(2L1)) (here A,, c 0,~ xpl is the ideal 
sheaf of (u>) the surface X has the required properties. 
By Bertini’s theorem for generic fI the surface X is smooth outside p-‘(u) and 
a3fi/8x3 # 0 where x, y are local coordinates of P’ x IFD” at u such that y = fi. 
If v E p-‘(u) then x, y are local coordinates of X2 at v and the local equation of X is 
d =fl(x, Y) + dv2 + &,Y)) 
z:. = y 
with a # 0 and h E A@“. We can rewrite the equation as 
zf = x36(x,22) + x”zi&(z2) + xz$&(zz) + 343 (22) 
with e(O,O) # 0 and &(O) # 0. By the computation of [20, pp. 63-64-J it follows that this is 
the equation of a rational double point of type Es. cl 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We prove the theorem by induction on n. The case n = 1 is 
proved in Lemma 5.3; thus we can assume that there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset 
V c N(L,, . . . ,L,) such that for [S] E V, Am(S) = Zj2Z. 
For every finite group G define 
NG = ([S] E iV(L1, . . . , .&JIG is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(S)f. 
By [22, Theorem 1.81 NG is closed in N = N(L1, . . . , L,) and since Kg is constant on N, 
NG = 8 if ord(G)>>O [23,24]. Clearly, U is the complement of the union of N’s for 
ord(G) > 2, so we only need to show that U # 8. 
For a fixed integer m 2 5 and for every group G we may write E22, Proof of Theorem 
1.81 NC as a finite union of closed subset NGsp where e belong to a (finite) set of 
representatives of isomorphism classes of faithful representation G c GL(P,(S), C) and 
NGse is the intersection of N with the image of the natural map HQ -+ & where HP is the 
Hilbert scheme of the e-invariant m-canonical images of surfaces of general type in Ppm-l. 
Assume that for some G, e, N”,Q = N and let X + 2 = X/r -+ A be a family of flat 
iterated double covers of P’ x P’ with X0 as in Lemma 5.6 and 2, E Y c N(L,, . . . , LJ for 
t # 0. 
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After a possible change of base A AA the group G acts on X preserving fibres and let 
g E G. By Lemma 5.5, g commutes with r on the central fibre and by continuity of 
eigenvalues gr = rg on X and g induces an automorphism g’ in 2, for every t E A. 
The equation for X, as a double cover of 2, is z: =ft + zZht with h, h, Aut(Z,)- 
invariant and div(f,) # diu(zzh,) then g’ must be the identity and g = 1, r, in particular 
ord(G) < 2. Cl 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let L1, . . . , L,, MI, . . . , M, be two good sequences of line bundles on 
P’ x P’ with L1, . . . , L, good and MI, . . . , M, satisfying conditions (Cl) and (C2). 
If N(L1, . . . , L,)nN(MI, . . . , M,) # @ then n = m and Li = f*Mi for every i and some 
f E Aut(P’ x P’). 
Proof By Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 5.1, N(M1, . . . , M,) is an open subset of 
N(L1, . . . , L,). By Theorem 5.2 applied to the good sequence L1, . . . , L, there exists an 
iterated smooth double cover 
with [X] E N(M1, . . . , M,) such that for every i < n, Aut(Xi) = { 1, ri} and Xi+ 1 = Xi/ri. 
Since Xi is of general type for every i < n we must have n = m. 
Moreover, we have already seen that the sequence Li is uniquely determined by the maps 
ffi: Xi- 1 + Xi and then UP to automorphisms Li = Mi for every i. cl 
COROLLARY 5.8. LetX = X& . ..-%P’ x P' be a simple iterated double cover asso- 
ciated to a good sequence such that X has most rational double points as singularities. 
Then the trivial involution of the tower (Dejinition 3.6) is completely determined by the 
surface X. 
Proof Let u: Aut(X) -+ Aut(T$) be the homomorphism induced by the natural action of 
Aut(X) in the space of first order deformations and denote G = kern. Since r E G it is 
enough to prove that G = Z/22. 
Aut(X) is finite and there exists the universal deformation of X [15, 3.121 f: X + (SO). 
Moreover, there exists a natural action of At(X) on the germ (S,O) and we have 
(4, L-XI 1= 6 WAuU). 
By Cartan’s lemma, G acts trivially on (S, 0), the action of G on X extends to an action on 
every fibre off, and the result follows from Theorem 5.2. 0 
6. INVARIANTS AND A LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
We begin with a general formula for the computation of Chern numbers of simple 
iterated double covers. For this it is convenient o introduce for every algebraic surface S its 
index Is = Kg - 8x(os). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let p: X + Y be a smooth simple iterated double cover associated to a 
sequence L1, . . . , L, E Pic( Y). Then: 
(a) Kg = 2”(Ky + I:= 1 Li)2 
(b) Ix = 2”(Iy - C$ ,L;). 
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Proof: (a) is a simple application of the Hurwitz formula, the details are left to the 
reader. We prove (b) by induction on n, the formula being trivially true for n = 0. 
Assume n > 0 and consider a factorization 
p:X5ZLY 
with q, a simple iterated double cover associated to Lz, . . . ,I.,, and rr*Ox = 
Oz @ 8z( - q*LJ. Thus 
K: = 2(Kz + q*L1)2, x(Q) = x(@,) f x( - q*Ll) = 2x(Q) + iq*-uKz + q*Li) 
and then Ix = 2Iz - 2(q*L# = 2Iz - 2”L:. q 
For a smooth simple iterated double cover p : X -P P1 x P’ associated to the sequence 
L 1, . . . , L,, Li = O(aip bi) with ai, bi 2 3 we have: 
ni(X) = 0 [9, Theorem 1.8). 
Ki I= 2” + ‘(CUi - 2) (Cbi - 2). 
x(0x) = 1 + hO(Kx) = 1 + C[=I&, < <h(Uj, + ..* + ~j~ - 1) (bjl + *a* + bjh - 1). 
r(X) = max (r E N Ir - ‘cl(X) E H’(X, Z)> = G.C.D. (T;ai - 2, Cbi - 2) [7]. 
Re~rk 6.2. If ai = a = constant then K2, x and r depend only on n, a and T = Cbi. In 
fact, according to Lemma 6.1, we have: 
K2 = 2”+‘(na - 2) (7’ - 2) r = G.C.D.(na - 2,T - 2), x = iK2 + 2”-‘aT. 
It is well known that the intersection form of any simply connected algebraic surface 
different from @P2 is indefinite and it is classified by rank, signature and type. Moreover, if 
we restrict for simplicity to simply connected surfaces of general type, rank, signature and 
type of the intersection form depend only on K’, x and r mad(2). 
According to Freedman, results on the topology of four-manifolds [3, 1.5 + adden- 
dum], for every bijective isometry 4: H’(S,E) -+ H2(s’,Z) with S, s’ simply connected 
algebraic surfaces, there exists a preserving orientation homeomorphism between S and S’ 
inducing 4. 
In general, given a unimodular quadratic form of rank b and signature (r over an integral 
lattice A, a p~mitive vector u E A is said to be of characteristic type if u-x E x2 (mod 2) for 
every x E A, otherwise it is said to be of ordinary type. Note that if the quadratic form is 
even then every primitive vector is of ordinary type. 
A theorem of Wall [4] states that if b - 161 3 4 then the group of isometric automor- 
phisms of A acts transitively on the set of primitive vectors of fixed norm and type. If 
A = H2(S,Z), S a simply connected compact complex surface the condition b - Ial >, 4 is 
equivalent o ~(a,) > 1 and the primitive root of ks is characteristic if and only if r(S) is odd. 
Co~c~~s~on: There exists a homeomo~hism f: S + S between simply connected alge- 
braic surfaces with x > 1 matching up the canonical classes if and only if S, S’ have the same 
invariants K’, x, I or equivalently if and only if S’ E M,,(S). 
Proof of Theorem A. We keep the notation used in the statement of Theorem A. We first 
set T, = 8.3” and we choose a sequence of integers d, such that 
(i) 6 < d, d n2. 
(ii) li~li~,,/(y,, + 1) = (S//3) - 1 where Y,, = d,/(6n - 2). 
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Let q. be the cardinality of the set 
Qn = good sequences L1, . . . , L, ( Li = Opl x pl(6, bi), Cy= Ibi = T, . 
The second step is to choose for every n an iterated smooth double cover X,zP’ x P’ 
associated to an element of Q.. 
By adjunction formula, Corollary 5.7 and Remark 6.2, we have: 
K& = ?PV?&n1* p’ (6n - 2, T, - 2), 4X”) 2 qn 
lima, = 1, 
n-t* 
where CI, = y. 
n 
The last step is to define S, as a smooth double cover of X, associated to the line bundle 
M, = &+Y$I x pi (d,,n(T, - 2)). It is clear that for every (L,, . . . , L,) E Q,, the sequence M,, 
L 1, ... , L, is good and the invariants of S, are independent of the particular choice of 
. . . ,L,. 
In fact an easy calculation shows 
Therefore we have 6(S,) 2 q. and lim(y,/x,) = 1. 
Claim. qn 2 3+(“-1)2. 
Proof of Claim. We have an injective map 4 : P, + Qn where 
Pn={(Cz, . . ..C.)E~“-1(C,=2,C~~3”,Ci>2Ci+~} 
and c$(c,, . . . ,c,) = (L,, . . . ,L,) where Li = cOp1,p1(6,2Ci) for i 2 2, L1 = 0p~xp~(6, T, - 
2Ci > Y&i). 
If P,, is the cardinality of P, we have pz = 1 and for n B 3 
qn 3 Pn 2 3n-lP”_, 2 30-1)+(“-2)+ “‘12 = 33n(n-1)-l 2 3Hn-lF 0 
Note that y, < Cn36”-’ where C > 0 is a constant independent of n and since 
log, 6 < 5/3 we have for n>>O, yn 6 34’“-” and then 
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